Preview Test: Final Reading_Semester 3_1920

Test Information
Description
Instructions This reading text represents 25% of your !nal exam grade.
You have a maximum of 40mins to complete this section of the exam. After this time, the test
will automatically be submitted,
Please read the instructions for all questions carefully. If you are asked to provide evidence
from the text, please be aware that marks are available for this.
Please be reminded that any work that you submit must be 100% your own. If you are
suspected of plagiarism, you will receive a score of zero for the whole Final Exam. This
will result in you failing Academic English 1.
Timed Test This test has a time limit of 40 minutes.This test will save and submit automatically when the
time expires.
Warnings appear when half the time, 5 minutes, 1 minute, and 30 seconds remain.[The
timer does not appear when previewing this test]
Multiple
Attempts

Not allowed. This test can only be taken once.

Force
This test can be saved and resumed at any point until time has expired. The timer will
Completion continue to run if you leave the test.
Active Goals
Actions

ID

Goal

Goal Set Name

Category

ENGL121CLO1

Identify purpose and viewpoint of spoken and written
communication

ASD

ENGL121

Question Completion Status:

QUESTION 1

1 points

Save Answer

Click Save and Submit to save and submit. Click Save All Answers to save all answers.

Save All Answers

Preview the text (look at the title, images and introduction paragraph only) and apply your critical thinking
skills.
Make a prediction about the content of the text. Mention what evidence from the text this is based on.
Answers that are copied directly from the text will not be accepted.
Paragraph
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Path: p

QUESTION 2

Words:0

1 points

Save Answer

1 points

Save Answer

1 points

Save Answer

According to paragraph 2, why is genetic testing so popular in the United
States?
because the results provide customers with a lot of information
because US citizens travel to many di"erent countries every year
because people in the US want to !nd out more about their genetic
heritage
because the results are very accurate

QUESTION 3
In which paragraph does the writer suggest that people do NOT always
understand how genetics works?
paragraph 2
paragraph 3
this point is not mentioned in the text
paragraph 5

QUESTION 4
What is the main conclusion that can be drawn about at home genetic
testing from this passage?

is too risky and should be avoided
it can cure diseases like Alzheimer's
it does not provide accurate information
it can be useful but also has risks

QUESTION 5

1 points

Save Answer

The writer's example in paragraph 5 about African populations with the
APOEε4 gene is important because it _____.
gives strength to the claim that carrying certain genes does not always
mean a disease will develop
proves that the APOEε4 gene causes Alzheimer's disease
proves that African populations never develop Alzheimer's disease
proves that African populations do not understand genetics

QUESTION 6

2 points

Save Answer

Would this text be a reliable source of information for a student writing an academic essay about Gene Testing?
Support your answer with at least two pieces of evidence from the text.
You may wish to consider the following:
- what type of text it is and who the author is
- does it contain academic evidence and show where this evidence comes from?
Paragraph
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QUESTION 7

Words:0

3 points

Save Answer

Based on the reading, do you think the risks of genetic outweigh the bene!ts? Summarize your argument in 5075w
Support your argument with at least two pieces of evidence from the text.
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